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VOCABULARY Effective communication
 1  Work in pairs. Look at the photo and read the caption. Discuss the questions.

1 Do men and women talk about different things? What are the differences?
2 Do you use your hands much when you speak? Are you a good listener?
3 What do you talk about with your friends? And with your parents?
4 Do you like talking in large groups or do you prefer talking one to one? Why?

  2  Match words from A and B to make expressions about communication.
  A  B
 1 get a connections
 2 interpersonal b photos
 3 make c skills 
 4 pay d distracted
 5 share e attention 
 6 connect f my message out
 7 get g with 
 8 post h texts
 9 respond i on social media 
10 send j to texts

  3  Complete the statements with expressions from Activity 2. Which are about 
communicating using technology?

1 If I want to make a point, I prefer face-to-face conversations. I don’t find it  
easy to  people if I’m not in the room with them. 

2 I know I can’t  if I’m looking at my cell phone. I get distracted.
3 I think I have good  . My friends say I’m a good listener.
4 I probably  about ten times a day and I respond to my friends’ 

messages right away. It’s rude to make them wait.
5 If I want to share a message or a photo, I  . 
6 I participate in a lot of online forums. It’s a great way to  and 

get my message out.

 4  Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.

1 Are the statements in Activity 3 true for you? Change them to make them true.
2 Are any of the comments true for your parents?
I find phone conversations just as easy as speaking face to face, except with 
my grandfather—he’s terrible on the phone!

  5  What’s the difference between these words?

a conversation a chat a discussion a debate an argument

 6  MY PERSPECTIVE 

 Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.

1 Who do you find it easy to chat with? 
2 When was the last time you had a bad argument? Is there anything you could 

have said to avoid the argument or make it less emotional?
3 Have you ever taken part in a debate? What was the topic?

8A Getting Your Message Out 
A group of young men 
chatting in the Sarwat 
Mountains, Saudi Arabia

8
  Effective 
Communication 

I N  T H I S  U N I T ,  Y O U . . .

•   learn about the ways astronauts stay 
in touch from space.

•   read about an experiment in 
intercultural communication.

•   find out about a new app.

•   watch a TED Talk about how to have 
better conversations.

•  write an email of complaint.

Unit 8 Effective Communication 9392 

9C  She said it wasn’t just about 
the money.

 5   Listen to part of an interview with a teen soccer player 
who hopes to become a professional. Complete the 
interviewer’s questions.  56

1  becoming a professional soccer player?
2  enjoy the most about soccer?
3  playing soccer?
4  to soccer?
5  to college?
6 Do you think  a scholarship*?

 scholarship money to pay for education for students who 
show special talent

 6   In your notebook, write Elena’s answers to the questions 
from Activity 5 as reported speech. You don’t need to 
remember her exact words.

The interviewer asked…

1 if she was thinking of becoming a professional soccer 
player.

2 what she enjoyed the most about soccer.
3 when she started playing soccer.
4 who introduced her to soccer.
5 if she would go to college
6 if she thought she could get a scholarship.

 Elena said…

  7   Work in pairs. Take turns asking the questions from 
Activity 5 and responding with your answers from  
Activity 6.

 8  CHOOSE  

 Choose one of the following activities.

•	 Work in pairs. Write down five questions to ask each 
other about school or after-school activities. Ask and 
answer the questions. Then use reported speech to 
explain your partner’s answers to another pair.

•	 Find an interview with an athlete or another celebrity 
that you admire. Write about what they said using 
reported speech.

•	 Ask some adults you know for advice about preparing for 
the world of work. Give a short presentation explaining 
their answers. Use reported speech.

GRAMMAR Reported speech
 1  Look at the photo and quote. When does Carmen say she started racing? 

When does she say driving became her job?

 2  Look at the Grammar box with reported speech from the reading.  
Then answer the questions.

1 How do the verbs and modal verbs change from direct speech to reported speech? 
2 How do the pronouns I and you change?

Check page 144 for more information and practice.

  3  Read Carmen Jorda’s direct speech about her work. Complete the  
reported speech.

1 My father took me to see my first Formula 1 Grand Prix at the age of eight.
 Carmen said her father  her to see her first Formula 1 Grand Prix at 

the age of eight.
2 At eleven I received my first go-kart.
 She said she  her first go-kart when she was eleven.
3 I’ve been working hard for a long time to get this opportunity.
 She said she  working hard for a long time to get that opportunity.
4 It has always been my dream. I train six days a week.
 She said it  always been  dream and that she 

 six days a week.
5 If one woman can do it, then many can achieve it!
 She said if one woman  do it, then many  achieve it.

 4   Complete the steps below.

1 Think about something that someone has said to you recently.
2 Write it down in direct speech as accurately as you can. Don’t worry if you don’t 

remember the exact words.

 This morning, my mother said, “You’ll be late for school if you don’t hurry!”
3 Write the reported speech.

 This morning, my mother said I would be late for school if I didn’t hurry.
4 Work in groups. Share the reported speech you wrote down.

Spanish racecar driver Carmen 
Jorda gets ready for another day 
at work.

Direct speech

Sophia’s grandmother: “At school, I 
didn’t learn what to think; I learned 
how to think.”

The boss: “This job is the beginning of 
your education.”

The math teacher: “You can become 
an accountant.”

Lydia: “I haven’t used facts about 
Ancient Rome and Ancient China in 
my job.”

Reported speech

My grandmother once told me that 
at school she hadn’t learned what to 
think; she’d learned how to think.

When I got my first job, my boss said 
it was the beginning of my education.

My math teacher told me I could 
become an accountant.

Lydia said she hadn’t used facts about 
Ancient Rome and Ancient China in  
her job.

“ I entered my first  
go-kart race at the 
age of 12, but of 
course I was still 
going to school then, 
and I continued 
with my studies and 
university until I was 
19. I started driving 
full-time at age 20.”

Two high school students fight for the ball during a 
soccer game. For some students, sports are a way to get 
into college. Is there anything you think you could get a 
scholarship for?
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VOCABULARY BUILDING

 1  Complete the bold phrases about work with these 
words. Which sentences describe problems? Which 
describe opportunities?

apprenticeship early glass minimum 
parental state unemployment voluntary

1 Graduates who do not go to college can apply to work 
with vocational  programs.

2 The  rate is rising, especially among young 
people who leave school without qualifications.

3 There are few  benefits to help people who 
are out of work.

4 Household incomes are low, because there is no legal 
 wage.

5 Mothers and fathers can take  leave to spend 
more time with their babies.

6 There is a(n)  ceiling that keeps women from 
being promoted to better jobs.

7 Some people take  layoffs if their company is 
downsized.

8 Nowadays more and more people are taking  
retirement and living off their retirement funds.

READING
  2  Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.

1 What job(s) did you dream of doing as a child? Why?
2 What job do you hope to do now? Why?
3 If the job is different, why have you changed your mind?

 3  Match the infographics to:

1 paragraphs 1 and 2 3 paragraph 4
2 paragraph 3 4 paragraph 5

 4  Are the sentences true or false? Find evidence  
for your answers in the article.

1 The vast majority of people do not do the job they 
dreamed of as a child.

2 Roughly one third of people do jobs that are similar to 
their childhood ambition.

Employment collocations

Collocations (two or more words that often appear 
together) are very helpful to learn in English. One place 
where they are commonly used is talking about work.

3 The survey revealed that many people chose engineering 
because of its high status.

4 The LinkedIn survey revealed that boys today are more 
ambitious than girls.

5 Teaching and medicine are now more popular in 
developing countries than in developed countries.

6 Children dream of doing jobs related to their abilities.

  5  Find words or phrases in the article that match  
the definitions.

1 ambitions (paragraph 1)
2 wanting to become (paragraph 1)
3 imagine (paragraph 4)
4 inequality between men and women (paragraph 4)
5 rich (paragraph 5)
6 unrealistic ambitions (paragraph 6)
7 natural (paragraph 6)
8 think about (paragraph 6)

 6   MY PERSPECTIVE

 Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.

1 Which facts did you find most interesting? Why?
2 Do you think the surveys are limited in any way? What 

else would you like to know about them?
3 Do you agree that your childhood dream job is linked to 

your skills?
4 What do you think children in your country dream of 

doing? Why?
5 Do you think there is still a difference between boys’ and 

girls’ career goals and achievements?

CRITICAL THINKING Understanding attitude

   7  Work in pairs. Find these words and phrases in the article. 
Discuss which of the attitudes they express.

part of a lucky minority (line 6) 
needless to say (line 7) 
at least (line 11) 
is depressing reading (line 29) 
No surprises there. (line 37) 
fascinating (line 47) 
not surprising (line 53)

1 This is bad.
2 This is not surprising.
3 This is good.
4 This is interesting.

Writers sometimes reveal their attitude towards the facts 
or events they are writing about, for example by using 
adjectives (e.g. impressive, surprising) or adverbs (e.g. 
fortunately, sadly). In academic articles, writers do not 
normally express a personal attitude in this way.

1B Dream Jobs

 2  What did you want to be when you were 
younger? A firefighter? A ballet dancer? A train 
conductor? Did you end up with your dream job? 
According to research carried out by the online 
professional network LinkedIn, people who fulfill 
their childhood aspirations are part of a lucky 
minority. Needless to say, few would-be astronauts 
or presidents ever achieve their ambitions. In fact, 
fewer than one in ten people currently earn a living 
from their dream job, though just over one in five 
has at least found work in a related field.

LinkedIn surveyed over 8,000 professionals in 15 
different countries, including Brazil, Singapore, 
Sweden, the UAE, and the US. The survey revealed 
that almost half of those who did not end up in their 
dream jobs had been attracted to a different career 
path as they grew up, while just over one in ten 
discovered that their original dream was too difficult 
or expensive to pursue.

The most common dream jobs worldwide fell 
into the creative and artistic category, which 
encompasses everything from writers and actors 
to chefs and acrobats. However, the single most 
popular dream career in most countries, particularly 
in India, was engineer. Presumably the high starting 
salary, not to mention the growing job opportunities, 
job security, and social status of the profession, have 
something to do with its popularity.

The survey is depressing reading for those committed 
to smashing the glass ceiling. It found that boys were 
more likely than girls to envision themselves in the 
best jobs; more than 13% of boys aspired to be a 
president, prime minister, or secret agent, as opposed 
to 8% of girls. Girls, by contrast, nurtured more modest 
ambitions of achieving success as teachers, vets, 
singers, or nurses—being a writer was among the most 

ambitious goals. No surprises there. The gender gap 
was even more noticeable in science and engineering: 
jobs like pilot, mechanic, and race-car driver were 
favored by 15% of boys but only 2% of girls.

Another survey, conducted by the children’s charity 
ChildFund, asked over 6,000 ten- to twelve-year-olds 
in 47 countries around the world about their career 
goals. The most popular job, for just under a fifth of 
children worldwide, was doctor, followed closely by 
teacher with 16%. But the survey also revealed some 
fascinating global contrasts. In developing countries 
just over a quarter of children listed medicine as their 
goal, and just under a quarter aspired to be teachers; 
in developed countries, by contrast, the figures were 
8% and 5% respectively. Being a professional or 
Olympic athlete was the dream of 19% of children 
in the developed world; it is not surprising that only 
4% of people in less affluent countries could allow 
themselves the luxury of such aspirations.

So should we take our earliest dreams seriously, 
or are they merely wishful thinking? “The dream 
jobs we aspire to as children are a window into our 
passions and talents,” says Nicole Williams, a career 
expert for LinkedIn. “We don’t generally enjoy 
doing what we don’t have an inherent ability to do.” 
So when choosing a career path, perhaps young 
people should reflect on their dream career and ask 
themselves, “What does this tell me about who I am, 
and what I could do in the future?”
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Living the Dream

boys girls

president, prime minister, or secret agent 13% 8%

pilot, mechanic, or race-car driver 15% 2%

CAREER ASPIRATIONS BY GENDER

doctor teacher Olympic athlete

all 19% 16% 10%

developed countries 8% 5% 19%

developing countries 27% 24% 4%

ADULT PROFESSIONALS AND CHILDHOOD 
DREAM JOBS

working in same job

found more 
interesting job

43.5%

8.9%

16%

21%

dream job too 
expensive or difficult

working in 
related field

other

ASPIRATIONS ACROSS THE WORLD CHILDHOOD DREAMS OF ADULT PROFESSIONALS

engineer airplane  
or 
helicopter 
pilot

doctor, 
nurse,  
or EMT

scientist teacher lawyer writer, 
journalist, 
or novelist

astronaut

8%
7%
6%
5%
4%
3%
2%
1%

7.7% 7% 6.7% 6.2% 5.8%

3.9% 3.7% 3.2%
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VOCABULARY Personality
 1   MY PERSPECTIVE

 Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.

1 Look at the photo. What words would you use to describe this person?
2 Circle two or three of the words below to describe yourself.

cool friendly funny happy honest intelligent 
kind loud mean nice popular shy

3 Think of two or three words that other people might use to describe you.
4 Were your answers to questions 2 and 3 the same or different? Why?

  2  Match the pairs of words that have a similar meaning. Use your dictionary if 
necessary. Then think of someone you know who you can describe with each 
pair of words.

1 smart   a relaxed
2 calm   b friendly
3 helpful   c intelligent
4 cheerful   d kind

 3  Choose the correct option to complete each sentence.

1 I’m active / lazy on the weekends. I usually play sports and go out with my friends. 
2 He’s confident / nervous about giving presentations because he doesn’t like 

making mistakes.
3 She’s very sociable / shy and has a lot of friends.
4 Our coach is serious / easygoing and lets us listen to music before basketball 

practice.
5 Kenji is very hard-working / talented. He isn’t the best, but he really wants  

to succeed.
6 Luis is really loud / quiet. You always know when he’s in a room!

 4   Work in pairs. Take turns describing people in your class, but don’t say their 
names. Can your partner guess who you’re talking about?

 5  Work in pairs. Think of a famous person together. Then, working separately, 
each make a list of words to describe this person. Use your dictionary if 
necessary. Then compare your lists. Did you use any of the same words?  
Do you agree with your partner’s description? Why?

 6  Work with the same partner. Make one list for your person from Activity 5 
using all the words you agree on. Read your list to the class. Can the class 
guess your person?

1A He’s really into music.

Many people use their 
physical appearance to 
say something about 
themselves.

1
  Who are you?

She’s calm, helpful, and cheerful.
Is it Li?

No. She’s also very active−but a little bit shy.
Oh, is it Ana?
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I N  T H I S  U N I T ,  Y O U . . .

•   learn about occupations, interests, 
and descriptions.

•   talk about yourself and others.

•   read about how people show 
emotions.

•   watch a TED Talk about people’s 
secrets.

•   speak and write about what you like 
to do.

5D  What does it mean to be a 
citizen of the world?

“ They are ultimately global issues, and 
they can ultimately only be solved 
by global citizens demanding global 
solutions from their leaders.” HUGH EVANS

AUTHENTIC LISTENING SKILLS
Rhetorical questions

Speakers sometimes announce what is coming next by 
asking a rhetorical question (a question they don’t expect an 
answer to), then answering it themselves. This can introduce 
a new topic or section to the talk. 

 1  Look at the Authentic Listening Skills box. Listen and 
read the first rhetorical question from the TED Talk. What 
do you expect the speaker to talk about next? Listen and 
check your idea.  34

But how did we actually go about recruiting and engaging 
those global citizens?

  2  Complete the extracts from the talk with the questions. 
Then listen and check.  35

a  So where are we? 
b But have we achieved our mission? 
c How will that achieve anything?

Now, maybe that doesn't sound like a lot to you.  
(1)  Well, it achieved a lot because she  
wasn't alone. 

(2)  We run this amazing festival, we've scored 
some big policy wins, and citizens are signing up all over 
the world. (3)  No. We have such a long way  
to go.

WATCH
  3  Work in pairs. What kind of citizen do you identify as? 

Rank the descriptions in the correct order for you  
(1 = most; 4 = least). Say why.

  as a member of your local community
 as a citizen of your town, city, or region
 as a citizen of your country
 as a global citizen

 4  Watch Part 1 of the talk. Choose the correct option to 
complete each sentence.  5.1

1 Davinia is unusual because she works selflessly for other 
people / became a politician at a very young age.

2 She donated / raised money for girls’ education.
3 Global citizens are defined by their actions / their beliefs 

and their actions.
4 Working with others worldwide is the best way / the only 

way of solving the world’s problems.

   5  Watch Part 2 of the talk. Are the sentences true or false? 
 5.3

1 As a boy, Hugh was not interested in social issues.
2 Sonny Boy's family was rich. 
3 The family slept together in a tiny room.
4 Meeting Sonny Boy made Hugh aware of inequalities. 
5 Hugh says that governments did not cause Sonny  

Boy’s problems.
6 He believes money can solve the problems. 
7 He says that communities cannot find their own solutions 

to their problems.
8 Hugh decided to start the Global Citizen movement 

when he got back to Australia. 

 6  Watch Part 3 of the talk. Complete the sentences.  5.3

1 According to research,  of people who are 
concerned about the world’s problems have taken action 
to change them.

2 Hugh wanted to encourage  of people in 
 countries to become global citizens.

3 Hugh found that many different kinds of people were 
concerned about the same  . 

4 Hugh organized the Global Citizen music festival at the 
same time as the  .

5 People earned tickets for the festival by  on 
a global issue.

6 Last year,  people in New York were able to 
get tickets to the festival.

7  Members of Global Citizen come from  
countries, and last year  people joined  
every week.

8 Davinia and  other people raised enough 
money to encourage donations from the US government.

  7  Watch Part 4 of the talk.  5.4

1 What does Hugh mean by these statements?
 a  Those of us who look beyond our borders are on the right 

side of history.
 b  We have such a long way to go.

2 Label the future hopes in the order that Hugh mentions 
them. Global Citizen will:

    be recruited from every country in the world.
   become more determined.
    check that world leaders achieve new goals.
    increase in numbers.
   work to eradicate illnesses.

 8  VOCABULARY IN CONTEXT

a Watch the clips from the TED Talk. Choose the correct 
meaning of the words and phrases.  5.5

b Complete the sentences in your own words.  
Then compare your sentences in pairs.

 1  I didn’t sleep a wink the day before / after 
 .

 2  I wonder why some people find it so hard to 
 . After all, it’s not rocket science.

 3  I’m not a  person. Far from it. I’m actually 
very  .

C H A L L E N G E

Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.

1 Which of these words would you use to describe 
Hugh’s ambitions for Global Citizen? Why?

 a idealistic b realistic c ambitious d achievable

2 ”Think globally, act locally.“ What can you do at a local 
level to change the world?

 9   MY PERSPECTIVE

  Work in pairs. Do you think younger people have a more 
global outlook than older people? Why? What are the 
advantages of thinking globally?

Read about Hugh Evans and get ready to watch his TED Talk.  5.0

64 Unit 5 Global Citizens Unit 5 Global Citizens 65

RELEVANT,  
GLOBAL IDEAS

AN OPEN MIND
In every unit, students look at one relevant idea in new ways 
that they may have never considered before. 

A CLEAR VOICE IN ENGLISH
Learners build the language skills and strategies they need to 
develop a clear voice in English.  

ENGLISH FOR SPEAKING, WRITING AND 
INTERNATIONAL EXAMS

TED TALKS IN  
EVERY UNIT

A CRITICAL EYE
Learners develop a critical eye for analyzing, evaluating, and synthesizing 
new information in order to develop their own opinions and ideas.    

DEVELOP CONFIDENT 
COMMUNICATORS IN ENGLISH 
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FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT 
ELTNGL.com/Perspectives

EXAM PREPARATION
Perspectives provides the support learners need 
to communicate in person, in writing, and on 
international exams.

• Students practice new language through  
      activities that reflect task types found in  
      international exams. 
 
• Interactive online activities on MyELT  
      prepare learners for common exam situations  
      like timed writing. 

• Exam preparation tips in the Lesson Planner  
      help students build strategies for 
      test-taking success.

 
For Learners:

Student Book 
with Online Workbook

Student Book

Combo Split

Online Workbook

Workbook*

Student’s eBook

*British English Workbook  

comes with Audio CD

SEE PAGE 97 FOR ISBNs

For Teachers:

Lesson Planner/Teacher’s 
Guide with MP3 Audio   
CD and DVD 

Classroom  
Presentation Tool 

ExamView® Assessment Suite
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 Perspectives 4
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Perspectives 2 
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FOR A COMPLETE CURRICULUM

PREPARE TEENAGERS FOR 
SUCCESS ON INTERNATIONAL EXAMS 
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Workbook 9781337624817 9781305872684 9781305872653 9781305872660 9781305872677

Online Workbook Printed Access Code 9781337627191 9781305873759 9781305873728 9781305873735 9781305873742

Online Workbook Electronic Access Code 9781337627184 9781305873711 9781305873667 9781305873674 9781305873681

Student’s eBook Printed Access Code 9780357046739 9780357046692 9781305872653 9781305872660 9781305872677

Student’s eBook Electronic Access Code 9780357046685 9780357046647 9780357046654 9780357046661 9780357046678

Combo Split A 9781337627856 9781305874534 9780357046708 9780357046715 9780357046722
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Combo Split B 9781337627863 9781305873575 9781305873520 9781305873544 9781305873568

Combo Split B/Online Workbook Package 9781337743792 9781337744720 9781337744744 9781337744751 9781337743778

FOR TEACHERS FOUNDATION  LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

Lesson Planner with MP3 Audio CD, Teacher Resource CD-ROM, and DVD 9781337627832 9781305873612 9781305873582 9781305873599 9781305873605

Classroom Presentation Tool 9781337627177 9781337786447 9781337786454 9781337786461 9781337786478

ExamView® Assessment Suite 9781337627849 9781305874527 9781305874497 9781305874503 9781305874510

B R I T I S H  E N G L I S H
FOR STUDENTS FOUNDATION  LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

Student’s Book 9781337280310 9781337281065 9781337281072 9781337281089 9781337281096

Student’s Book with Online Workbook 9781337504041 9781337504003 9781337504010 9781337504027 9781337504034

Workbook with Audio CD 9781337293969 9781337293921 9781337293938 9781337293945 9781337293952

Online Workbook Printed Access Code 9781337293709 9781337293716 9781337293723 9781337293730 9781337293747

Online Workbook Electronic Access Code 9781337293655 9781337293662 9781337293679 9781337293686 9781337293693

Student’s eBook Printed Access Code 9780357647721 9780357647738 9780357647745 9780357647752 9780357647769

Student’s eBook Electronic Access Code 9780357641477 9780357641224 9780357641231 9780357641248 9780357641255

FOR TEACHERS FOUNDATION  LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

Lesson Planner with MP3 Audio CD, Teacher Resource CD-ROM, and DVD 9781337293891 9781337293853 9781337293860 9781337293877 9781337293884

Classroom Presentation Tool 9781337293600 9781337786317 9781337786324 9781337786331 9781337293648

ExamView® Assessment Suite 9781337293808 9781337293815 9781337293822 9781337293839 9781337293846

5 Levels CEFR Pre-A1 to B1   
True Beginner to Pre-Intermediate 
American English   
Up to 4 Teaching Hours/Week
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5 Levels CEFR A1 to B2 
High Beginner to Intermediate  
American and British English  
Up to 6 Teaching Hours/Week

PAGE 70

A M E R I C A N  E N G L I S H
FOR STUDENTS LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

Student’s Book/Online Workbook Package 9781337808057 9781337808033 9781337808095 9781337808071

Student’s Book 9781337277129 9781337277136 9781337277143 9781337277150

Combo Split A 9781337297387 9781337297400 9781337297424 9781337297448

Combo Split B 9781337297394 9781337297417 9781337297431 9781337297455

Workbook 9781337297318 9781337297295 9781337297301 9781337297325

Online Workbook Printed Access Code 9781337297868 9781337297875 9781337297882 9781337297899

Online Workbook Electronic Access Code 9781337297820 9781337297837 9781337297844 9781337297851

Student’s eBook Printed Access Code 9780357454633 9780357454640 9780357454657 9780357454664

Student’s eBook Electronic Access Code 9780357516607 9780357516614 9780357516621 9780357516638

FOR TEACHERS LEVEL 1  LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

Lesson Planner with Audio CD and DVD 9781337297639 9781337297646 9781337297653 9781337297660

Classroom Presentation Tool 9781337297592 9781337297608 9781337297615 9781337297622

ExamView® Assessment Suite 9781337297677

B R I T I S H  E N G L I S H
FOR STUDENTS LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

Student’s Book/Online Workbook Package 9781337808064 9781337808040 9781337808101 9781337808088

Student’s Book 9781337277167 9781337277174 9781337277181 9781337277198

Combo Split A 9781337298377 9781337298391 9781337298414 9781337298438

Combo Split B 9781337298384 9781337298407 9781337298421 9781337298445

Workbook 9781337627108 9781337627115 9781337627122 9781337627139

Online Workbook Printed Access Code 9781337298704 9781337298711 9781337298728 9781337298735

Online Workbook Electronic Access Code 9781337298667 9781337298674 9781337298681 9781337298698

Student’s eBook Printed Access Code 9780357647936 9780357647912 9780357647929 9780357647943

Student’s eBook Electronic Access Code 9780357435663 9780357435656 9780357435649 9780357435632

FOR TEACHERS LEVEL 1  LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

Lesson Planner with Audio CD and DVD 9781337298544 9781337298551 9781337298568 9781337298575

Classroom Presentation Tool 9781337298490 9781337298506 9781337298513 9781337298520

ExamView® Assessment Suite 9781337298582

FOR STUDENTS A2 B1 B1+ B2 B2+

Student's Book with Online Practice and Student's eBook 9780357440100 9780357440117 9780357434123 9780357434116 9780357440186

Student's Book 9780357433973 9780357433980 9780357433997 9780357434000 9780357434017

Workbook 9780357434024 9780357434031 9780357434048 9780357440193 9780357434055

Online Practice and Student's eBook, PAC 9780357440308 9780357440315 9780357440322 9780357440339 9780357440346

Online Practice and Student's eBook, EAC 9780357510193 9780357510223 9780357638323 9780357510278 9780357510308

FOR TEACHERS A2 B1 B1+ B2 B2+

Teacher's Book 9780357434062 9780357434079 9780357434086 9780357434093 9780357434109

Classroom Presentation Tool 9780357434178 9780357434185 9780357434192 9780357434208 9780357434215

4 Levels CEFR A2 to C1   
Beginner to Advanced  
American and British English  
Up to 3 Teaching Hours/Week

PAGE 76

PAGE 82
5 Levels | A2 to B2+
Beginner to Upper-Intermediate 
British English  
Up to 3 Teaching Hours/Week
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For more information, contact your local National Geographic Learning representative at ELTNGL.com/repfinder.


